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Tagore Intense!
Hey Mor Devata, Bhoria E Deho Praan
Ki Amrito Tumi Chaaho Koribare Paan?
Aamaaro Nayone Tomaaro Bishwachhobi
Dekhia Loite Saadh Jaaye Taubo Kobi,
Aamaar Mugdha Shraubone Niraubo Rohi
Sunia Loite Chaaho Aaponar Gaan.
Aamar Chittey Tomaar Sristikhaani
Rochia Tulichhey Bichitro Taubo Baani.
Taari Saathey, Probhu, Milia Tomaaro Preeti
Jaagaaye Tulichhey Aamaaro Sakol Geeti -Aaponaare Tumi Dekhichho Modhuro Rause
Aamaro Maajhaarey Nijere Koria Daan.

The body, like a cup filled with the nectar of Life, is being held by the Holy to enjoy the
'drink' without the division between the drinker and the drunk!
And the whole universe is seen in the eyes of one who is 'no-one'!
And a melody eternal is heard in the ears of one who remains stupefied by the enormity
of Silence!
And in the wonderful wakefulness in oneself, the Unlimited reveals strange Messages
shattering all that is known and limited!
And the Love in the Messages is overflowing in melodies diverse and divine, which is
again this nectar of Life gifted in this body!
Perceptions:
1) Nectar of Life means not to run into the lust for becoming, comparing, competing
aggressively with animosity and antagonism.
2) Eyes opening means willingness to go into one's torture of anxiety and loneliness,
the depression, the delusion.
3) Hearing means listening to the noise of stupid beliefs or disbeliefs, of imbecile images
and their reactions, of cunning selfish calculations. This may lead to deep transformation
which means being absolutely nothing!
4) A good brain is a quiet brain --- totally unoccupied. It is in a state of 'not-knowing',
a state of highest Intelligence. Thought is a material process, as in a computer. Your

gods are matter! You, of course, do not like that. Your 'you-ness' is illusion which does
need a super-illusion to maintain itself! Good-luck and God-luck to 'you'! It is only
when one transcends thought that, that which is Sacred may spark!
5) When we see a cobra, we immediately act. But we do not see the danger of this
mechanical way of living within the network of borrowed ideas and thoughts, concepts
and confusions.
6) There is corruption when an educated human being is intelligently active in one
direction, but is silly and superstitious on the other.
7) When one sees what is, sees a fact and pursues the fact step by step in the passivity
of non-elective holistic awareness, with comprehensive care and total attention; then
there is the fundamental mutation.
Jai Intensity

